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re you a collector? Do you love art? Do you love weed?
Do you enjoy finances? If you have answered “yes” to these questions, you are in for a
special treat! There’s a new and exciting world happening right as you read this, and
I’d say it’s safe to guess that you, dear reader, may be involved in this movement.
Why yes, I am talking about NFT’s (Non-fungible Tokens), and if you have

no idea what I am talking about, my goal of this article is to give you a brief introduction to the
NFT world and the amazing creative possibilities this technology is providing. For those of you
familiar, I’d love to share my discovery of one of the coolest brands / IP (intellectual
property) to come onto the NFT scene and one of my personal favorites.
WHAT ARE NFT’S?
Before I get into the brand, it’s important to understand a few basics
and what NFT’s are all about in the simplest way I can explain. The
best way to sum it up: think collectible digital baseball cards.
NFT stands for NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN and is a way to represent
anything unique as a cryptocurrency-based asset. Content creators are being
empowered more than ever as technology allows for complete and direct value to
be gained by creators for the life of their digital and blockchained assets. Powered
by smart contracts on the blockchain, each digital asset has complete transparent
receipts showing the movement and in-depth information which can be seen by
anyone. This allows for unique qualities and high value to be bestowed
on assets that have caused an absolute scene in the art and collectible
world. (For more info, please visit https://ethereum.org/en/nft/)
2021 will be remembered as the year NFT’s took over the world as
the information and movement really gained traction with news of
artists such as Beeple having immensely successful NFT auctions
($69 million USD) and household brand names getting involved with
bringing their brand and IP (intellectual property) to the Metaverse.
As I started my own path of discovery, creativity, and collecting
in this new world, the art lover in me was astounded by the
number of mind-blowing artists embracing NFT technology through
platforms such as Rarible and OpenSea and showcasing and selling their
work. I don’t think there’s ever been a time such as 2021 where I discovered more
artists than I have in my entire creative career. Navigating the NFT world has led me to
discover one of the most enticing and exciting brands I have personally laid my eyes upon.
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Padres. The brothers shared with me a
snapshot into their lives and their love

TO PURCHASE STONEY

and dedication to their family and loved

BALONEY CARDS , FOLLOW

ones. That creativity is artistically weaved
into the ethos and vibe of who they are.

THESE EASY STEPS:

I also surprisingly discovered that
they actually had a successful run
of college-based comics called “Zoo
University” in the last decade that took
animal illustrations and placed them
in your typical college situations. I felt
this was a strong basis of the foundation
of storytelling coupled with fun and
STONEY BALONEY
There’s a saying that goes the best things in
life find you. And by the stars’ alignments,
this is exactly what happened. I happened
to receive an Instagram friend request
from @StoneyBaloneyCards, and upon
viewing their profile and website, I was
immediately drawn to the amazing art
illustrations they had in their collection.
As a designer, I always like to say, “let the
work speak for itself,” and I feel Stoney
Baloney Cards hits that high mark.
As taken from their website,
stoneybaloneycards.com, “Stoney
Baloney Cards are unique NFT
digital cannabis trading cards on the
WAX token. Each NFT pack comes

"Stoney Baloney
Cards are unique
NFT digital cannabis
trading cards on
the WAX token.
Each NFT pack
comes with a
unique collection
of characters &
strains because
who wants to live
in a world with
just one strain?"

collector; take note - the creators hired

whimsical illustrations that are found

one of THE ORIGINAL illustrators from

in the Stoney Baloney Cards collection.

Garbage Pail Kids to produce the art.

SCAN QR CODE

They also shared with me the roots

What truly made me a fan of this brand

of what led to Stoney Baloney Cards.

was their attention to artistic detail and

Their original plan was to start an edible

uniqueness to each card. In my eyes, it

cannabis line in the CA market; however,

was far superior art-wise to 75% of the

after much research and insight, they

2) Obtain a wax wallet (https: //

NFT collections currently being offered.

soon realized the hurdles that would

www.stoneybaloneycards.

need to be cleared to launch a cannabis

com/wax)

1) Visit stoneybaloneycards.com

THE CREATORS

brand effectively. After a focused and

Stoney Baloney Cards is a creation of

collective effort over a time span of

twin brothers Mike and Lee Goldstein.

7 months, Stoney Baloney Cards was

3) Visit https: //wax.atomichub.io/

Based in Los Angeles and originally from

born and launched in August of 2021.

drops/81372 to purchase pack

the city of brotherly love, Philadelphia,
PA, the Goldsteins have distilled down

IN SUMMARY

their respective professional and personal

In this ever-changing NFT space, I feel

experiences in bringing to life the

that true attention to creative detail

You have off icially joined the

4) Sit back and enjoy the show!

with a unique collection of characters & strains because

Stoney Baloney Card brand early this year. Lee Goldstein

and the execution of art will dictate how

Stoney Baloney Card Family!

who wants to live in a world with just one strain?”

brings his business, sales, and marketing experience while

future brands blossom into household

Mike brings his creative touch and direction to the table,

names. As more people become aware

Scan to collect an off icial Skunk

articulate characters inspired by cannabis, and various strains

which creates the very strong and formidable brand that

of NFT’s and their implications, early

come to life; there’s a mad scientist named Dr. Herb, who is the

is Stoney Baloney Cards, emerging into the NFT space.

adopters and early collections such as

The overall collection features a cast of highly illustrated and

antagonist of a brand that has turned human “test subjects”

Taking a trip to Los Angeles to meet the brothers, I had the

x Stoney Baloney Card NFT ! This
could be your f irst NFT! :)

Stoney Baloney Cards will not only be

into weed strains! All-time favorites such as “Purple Haze,” Blue

wonderful opportunity to hear their story in-depth and share

valuable but a part of a unique timestamp

FOLLOW STONEY BALONEY CARDS

Dream,” and “Sour Diesel” appear as never-before-seen artistic

some ganja vibes. Just like many of us in the creative space,

of humanity’s digital experience. Truly,

renditions in which the art jumps out and grabs your attention.

both Mike and Lee know the art of hustling and making moves

if you love cannabis, beautiful art, and

www.stoneybaloneycards.com

to survive and thrive. Prime examples are Lee being a previous

storytelling, Stoney Baloney Cards are a

thought “these look like Garbage Pail Kids but with weed”

brand ambassador of a well-known energy drink and Mike

sound choice and an exciting new brand

may have crossed your mind. This is the ultra-kicker as a

previously dressing up as the official mascot for the San Diego

to keep your eyes on as they grow.

One glance at Stoney Baloney’s art direction and the
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